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A tiling of the plane is monohedrul if each of the tiles is congruent to one 
tile, called a prototile of the tiling. A prototile admitting, up to congruence, 
precisely r monohedral tilings is said to be r-morphic. Monomorphic 
prototiles are common. Dimorphic and trimorphic prototiles devised by 
Grtinbaum and Shephard may be found in [3,5]. See also [4]. The authors 
have given r-morphic prototiles for r < 11 but r # 9 in [ 1,2]. A prototile for 
the missing case r = 9 is provided below. 
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THEOREM. For r < 10, there exists an r-morphic prototile. 
Figure 1 exhibits nine monohedral tilings admitted by one prototile having 
consecutive sides of length 7, 2, 7, 2, 6, 2, 8, and 6. That this prototile 
admits no more than the nine indicated tilings is proved by the direct but 
tedious process of trying all possible combinations. 
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